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Abstract1
Sustainable yields that are at least 80% of the maximum sustainable yield are sometimes re-2
ferred to as pretty good yield (PGY). The range of PGY harvesting strategies is generally broad3
and thus leaves room to account for additional objectives besides high yield. Here, we analyze4
stage-dependent harvesting strategies that realize PGY with conservation as a second objective.5
We show that (1) PGY harvesting strategies can give large conservation benefits and (2) equal6
harvesting rates of juveniles and adults is often a good strategy. These conclusions are based on7
trade-off curves between yield and four measures of conservation that form in two established8
population models, one age-structured and one stage-structured model, when considering dif-9
ferent harvesting rates of juveniles and adults. These conclusions hold for a broad range of10
parameter settings, though our investigation of robustness also reveals that (3) predictions of11
the age-structured model are more sensitive to variations in parameter values than those of12
the stage-structured model. Finally, we find that (4) measures of stability that are often quite13
difficult to assess in the field (e.g. basic reproduction ratio and resilience) are systematically14
negatively correlated with impacts on biomass and impact on size structure, so that these later15
quantities can provide integrative signals to detect possible collapses.16
17
2
Introduction18
Almost one third of the world’s fished marine stocks are currently overexploited (FAO 2016).19
Some fish stocks have even collapsed, with examples including the Californian sardine (Sardinops20
sagax, Clupeidae) fishery in the 1950s (Radovich 1982), the Atlanto-Scandian herring (Clupea21
harengus, Clupeidae) fishery in the late 1960s (Krovnin and Rodionov 1992), the Peruvian an-22
chovy (Engraulis ringens, Engraulidae) fishery in the 1970s (Clark 1977), and the Northern cod23
(Gadus morhua, Gadidae) fishery off the east coast of Canada in the 1990s (Hannesson 1996;24
Olsen et al. 2004). The large proportion of overexploited marine fish stocks underscore the25
importance of implementing sustainable harvesting practices and for further improving modern26
fisheries-management methods.27
Maximum sustainable yield (MSY) has long been a central concept in population ecology28
(Smith and Punt 2001; Hilborn 2007; Mesnil 2012). While maximization of yield from harvested29
populations is economically desirable, there is a rich scientific literature that criticizes the MSY30
concept and highlights its shortcomings, including the difficulty of correctly estimating MSY,31
the inappropriateness of long-term yield maximization as the single management objective, and32
the practical difficulty of accurately implementing the required level of harvesting effort (Smith33
and Punt 2001). MSY has further been criticized for its inability to prevent the collapse of34
important fisheries (Beverton and Holt 1957; Larkin 1997; Mangel and Levin 2005; Hilborn35
2010). As an example, Alaska’s Bering Sea Pollock fishery declined in 2009, and despite being36
known as a sustainable fishery which implements scientific recommendations, the management37
has been criticized for considering mainly MSY (Morell 2009).38
MacCall and Hilborn have introduced the concept pretty good yield (PGY; Hilborn 2010) for39
sustainable yields that are at least 80% of the MSY. In contrast to MSY harvesting-management40
objectives, PGY can be realized by a range of harvesting strategies and therefore leaves room41
to account for other desirable objectives in addition to the maximization of yield. The added42
value that PGY offers will depend on the extent to which the implemented harvesting strategies43
can successfully account for other desirable objectives beyond yield.44
The aim of this paper is to investigate to which extent PGY harvesting strategies can si-45
multaneously account for high yield and large conservation benefits. To increase the chances46
that our conclusions are valid over a broad range of circumstances, we base our study on two47
established population models. The first is an age-structured model (henceforth age model)48
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that is commonly used for modeling fish populations and evaluating fishing strategies (Francis49
1992; Punt 1994; Punt et al. 1995; Punt and Hilborn 1997; Hilborn 2010). The second is a50
stage-structured consumer-resource population model (henceforth stage model) that has been51
introduced by de Roos et al. (2008). Both models are capable of describing a range of aquatic52
and terrestrial animal populations. The age model belongs to a class of models that have a53
long history in fisheries science and that incorporates age-dependent fecundity, age-dependent54
survival, and density-dependent recruitment. The stage model is derived from a fully size-55
structured counterpart with food-dependent growth, fecundity and maturation, and accounts56
for feedbacks from resource depletion. In particular, it accounts for ontogenetic asymmetry, i.e.,57
differential abilities of juveniles and adults to utilize available resources (de Roos and Persson58
2013). With the age-model and stage-model being two fairly distinct representatives of contem-59
porary population models, results on which they agree are likely to be fairly robust and results60
on which they differ are likely to be ones where careful description of the population ecology61
is important and may therefore differ from species to species. Using separate independently62
developed models to investigate robustness of findings should be a reasonable strategy (Levins63
1966).64
We extend both models by introducing selective harvesting of juveniles and adults, giving65
wide ranges of possible harvesting strategies with different consequences for yield and conserva-66
tion. While it is straightforward to quantify the yield of a harvesting strategy, it is less obvious67
how the conservations benefits should be measured. Here, we consider four different measures68
of conservation benefits: two measures that capture the direct impacts on the harvested pop-69
ulation (the impact on population biomass and the impact on the population size structure)70
and two measures that capture the indirect risks of collapse due to changes in population dy-71
namics (resilience and the basic reproduction ratio). We determine trade-offs between yield72
and conservation benefits by finding the so-called Pareto-efficient front; the set of strategies73
that cannot simultaneously be improved upon in both yield and conservation benefit. These74
trade-off curves allow us to assess how large conservation benefits can be gained while preserv-75
ing PGY. Finally, we determine the relationship between the direct impact measures and the76
indirect risk measures, with the idea that the former are likely to be more easily observable in77
the field while the latter better reflect the risks of collapse. Taken together, our results show78
that there are large potential gains of using specific PGY harvesting strategies over traditional79
MSY strategies. Moreover, among PGY strategies, the ones that include equal harvesting of80
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adults and juveniles often allow the best compromises between conservation and yield.81
Methods82
In this section we first present the two population models, one age-structured and one stage-83
structured. We extend both models by introducing selective harvesting of juveniles and adults,84
giving wide ranges of possible harvesting strategies with different consequences for the realized85
yield and for conservation. We next present our methods of stability analysis involving the86
impact measures and risk measures that we will use to evaluate different harvesting strategies.87
Finally, we recall the concept of maximum sustainable yield (MSY) and the economic concept of88
Pareto-efficiency which we will use to determine trade off curves between yield and conservation.89
The age model90
We adopt an age-structured population model that in different guises has been widely used when91
modeling fish populations and evaluating fishing strategies (Francis 1992; Punt 1994; Punt et92
al. 1995; Punt and Hilborn 1997; Hilborn 2010). The model incorporates density-dependent93
recruitment in the form of a Beverton-Holt stock-recruitment relationship with a tunable degree94
of random recruitment variability. Natural mortality is assumed to be independent of age and95
time, and age-specific harvesting is assumed constant over time. The central elements of the96
model, which are mainly derived from Hilborn (2010), are described below.97
We denote by Na,t the number of individuals of age a in year t and assume that individuals98
mature at age amature after which they reproduce at an age-dependent rate proportional to99
their body size. Individuals younger than amature are considered juveniles, while individuals100
older than or with age equal to amature are considered adults. For simplicity, we assume that101
the population is made up entirely of female individuals, but as we show in the Supporting102
Information, our results are unchanged with a standard Fisherian sex-ratio of 50% females.103
The age-dependent fraction of mature females (ma) and their corresponding egg production104
(fa) are given by105
ma =


0 if a ≤ amature
1 if a > amature
fa = c sa, (1)
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where c is a positive constant that scales the fecundity rate and sa is the mass of an individual106
at age a. We adopt a von Bertalanffy (1957) growth curve to describe individual length as a107
function of age, and assume that individual mass sa is proportional to the cube of individual108
length, i.e.109
sa = smax
(
1− e−K(a−a0)
)3
, (2)
where smax is the asymptotic maximum body mass, K is a growth rate parameter and a0 is a110
hypothetical negative age at which the individual has zero length. In Supporting Information111
Fig SI 3 we illustrate von Bertalanffy growth curves for some parameter values.112
The total egg production in a year t = 1, 2, 3, . . . is found by summing over the offspring113
produced by mature females of different ages,114
Et =
amax∑
a=0
mafaNa,t, (3)
where amax is the maximum age of individuals.115
The number of individuals, per unit of volume, in each age class changes from year to year116
according to117
N0,t = Rt, and
Na,t = Na−1,t−1S(1− γa−1) for 1 ≤ a, (4)
where Rt is the recruitment of newborn individuals in year t, as described further below, and118
S(1−γa) is the probability that an individual survives from one year to the next. This survival119
probability is decomposed in survival from natural mortality S and from harvesting mortality120
(1− γa). Note that, as probabilities, these variables always take values from 0 to 1.121
We incorporate stage-selective harvesting by allowing separate constant fractions harvested122
of juveniles (FJ) and adults (FA) and setting the vulnerability of individuals to123
γa =


FJ if a < amature
FA if a ≥ amature.
(5)
We assume Beverton-Holt recruitment (Beverton and Holt 1957),124
Rt+1 =
Et
α + βEt
exp
(
ut −
σ2u
2
)
, (6)
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where ut are independent and normally distributed random variables with mean 0 and standard125
deviation σu. The factor −σ
2
u/2 ensures that the expected number of recruits remains the same126
with varying σ2u because the lognormal random variable represented by the exponential has127
always mean 1. The parameters α and β are not used directly as they lack a direct ecological128
interpretation. Instead, they are determined from the total egg production at equilibrium (E0)129
and from the steepness parameter (h) setting the sensitivity of the recruitment to the total egg130
production. The steepness is defined as the ratio of recruitment when egg production equals131
20% of E0 to recruitment at E0 (Mace and Doonan 1988; Hilborn 2010) and may take values132
between 0.2 and 1. If h is close to 1, recruitment is almost independent of the egg production,133
and if h is close to 0.2, recruitment is almost proportional to the egg production. In Supporting134
Information Fig. SI 1 we illustrate how recruitment depends on E0 and h and state their exact135
mathematical relationship with α and β.136
For the age model, we use137
R0 = smax = c = 1, amax = 100, K = 0.23, a0 = −2,
amature = 8, h = 0.7, S = 0.8, σu = 0, (7)
as our default parameters values, with substantial motivations given in the Supporting Infor-138
mation. Here, R0 is measured in number of individuals per unit of volume, smax and c
−1 have139
an arbitrary mass unit, while amax, a0, amature and K
−1 are measured in years. However, after140
a rescaling of the equations, R0, smax and c (as well as sa, Et, Rt and Na,t) can be considered141
as non-dimensional and we can take R0 = smax = c = 1 without loss of generality. See the142
Supporting information for details. While we believe that the parametrization in (7) is a reason-143
able choice, we have considered substantial variations and present how our results from the age144
model depend on parameter values in Fig. 4. A systematic investigation of the robustness of145
our results with respect to variations of the parameter values in (7) are given in the Supporting146
Information.147
The stage model148
We adopt an archetypal consumer-resource model that has been introduced by de Roos et al.149
(2008) as a reliable approximation of a fully size-structured population model. The model is150
stage-structured and incorporates key aspects of individual life history such as food-dependent151
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growth, maturation, and fecundity. In contrast to the age-model, the population-level feedback152
that results from resource depletion induces competition between life-history stages whenever153
juveniles and adults have differential abilities to utilize available resources. Competition under154
such ontogenetic asymmetry can strongly influence the ecological dynamics (de Roos and Pers-155
son 2013) and may thus effect how harvesting affects population size structure. The central156
elements of this model are described below, with the detailed model formulation given in de157
Roos et al. (2008).158
Individuals are composed into two stages, juveniles and adults, depending only on their159
size. Both juveniles and adults forage on a shared resource R = R(t). The juvenile biomass160
is denoted by J = J(t) while adult biomass is denoted by A = A(t). Juveniles are born with161
size sborn and grow until they reach the size smax at which point they cease to grow, mature,162
and become adults. Juveniles use all available energy for growth and maturation, while adults163
do not grow and instead invest all their energy in reproduction. The juvenile growth rate and164
adult reproduction rate depend on resource abundance. In accordance with metabolic theory of165
ecology, foraging ability and metabolic requirements increase with individual body size (Brown166
et al. 2004). Juveniles and adults do not produce biomass when the energy intake is insufficient167
to cover maintenance requirements.168
The rate at which the biomass of juveniles, adults, and available resources changes are given169
by three differential equations:170
dJ
dt
= (wJ(R)− v(wJ(R))−M − FJ)J + wA(R)A,
dA
dt
= v(wJ(R))J − (M + FA)A, (8)
dR
dt
= r(Rmax − R)− Imax
R
H +R
(J + qA) .
Here, wJ(R) and wA(R) are the net biomass production, per unit body mass, of juveniles and171
adults, respectively. The natural mortality is denoted by M while FJ and FA are the respective172
stage-dependent harvesting rates of juveniles and adults. Continuing, v(wJ(R)) is the resource-173
dependent rate at which juveniles mature and become adults, r is the resource turnover rate,174
and Rmax is the maximum resource density.175
The net biomass production rates for juveniles and adults are assumed to equal the balance176
between ingestion and mass-specific metabolic rate T according to177
wJ(R) = max
{
0, σImax
R
H +R
− T
}
and wA(R) = max
{
0, σqImax
R
H +R
− T
}
.
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Here, σ represents the efficiency of resource ingestion, and the maximum juvenile and adult178
ingestion rates per unit biomass equal Imax and qImax, respectively, H is the half-saturation179
constant of consumers, and the factor q describes the difference in ingestion rates between180
juveniles and adults. The juvenile maturation rate depends on the net biomass ingestion and181
thus also on the resource density. It is derived from the fully size-structured counterpart by182
assuming that the population size structure is at equilibrium and by determining the rate at183
which juvenile individuals reach the maturation size smax. In the stage model, the juvenile184
maturation rate is given by185
v(wJ(R)) =
wJ(R)−M − FJ
1− (sborn/smax)
1−(M+FJ)/wJ(R)
The function v(wJ(R)) results from a mathematical derivation and lacks a clear biologically186
interpretable form. When wJ(R) = M + FJ the function is undefined, and at this value it187
is defined by v(M + FJ) = −(M + FJ)/ log(sborn/smax). In Supporting Information Fig. SI188
7 we illustrate the maturation function v(wJ(R)) as well as the net biomass production func-189
tions wJ(R) and wA(R). Noting that the size at birth sborn and the size at maturation smax190
appears only as the fraction sborn/smax we can reduce the numbers of parameters by letting191
z = sborn/smax.192
For the stage model, we use193
H = T = r = 1, Rmax = 2, σ = 0.5, Imax = 10, M = 0.1, z = 0.01, q = 0.85, (9)
as our default parameters values. Here, H and Rmax are measured in biomass per unit of194
volume while T, r, Imax and M are expressed in unit of time. However, after a rescaling of the195
equations all parameters, as well as the biomass densities J , A and R, can be considered as196
non-dimensional and we can take H = T = 1 without loss of generality. See the Supporting197
information for details. The parameter values in (9) are inspired by de Roos et al. (2008) and198
may be considered as archetypal. We show in the Supporting Information that our results are199
largely robust with respect to variations of these default values.200
Model dynamics201
Both the age model and the stage model are nonlinear dynamical systems and therefore com-202
plicated dynamics can not be ruled out a priori. However, extensive numerical investigations of203
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basin of attractions indicate that solution trajectories end up, after sufficient time, at a glob-204
ally stable equilibrium in both models. This equilibrium is therefore the only attractor which205
is either an interior (positive) equilibrium or an extinction equilibrium depending on the har-206
vesting rates. Indeed, our nonlocal approach to resilience (presented below) tests the dynamics207
in both models for a large number of perturbations (inferred through initial conditions) and208
would detect any coexisting attractor with a high probability. We refer the reader to Meng et209
al. (2013) and Roos et al. (2008) for more on dynamic properties, mathematical analysis as210
well as numerical investigations of the stage model.211
Stability analysis: measures of conservation212
Stability of ecological systems is important for both conservation and harvesting purposes. In213
unstable systems, population dynamics may transiently go to low biomass values where the214
populations become vulnerable to demographic stochasticity or other factors. Hence, lack of215
stability promotes extinction. Stability is desirable also for harvest managers as it ensures216
stable yield. There are many definitions of stability, see e.g. McCann (2000), and we propose217
here to study the consequences of harvesting on stability through four different measures of218
conservation. The first two are impact measures; impact of harvesting on the population219
biomass and impact of harvesting on the population size structure. The second two measures220
have a natural link to the risk of extinction and will be referred to as risk measures. These221
are the resilience and the basic reproduction ratio (the recovery potential in case of the stage222
model). We define the resilience as the reciprocal of the time needed for the population to223
recover from a perturbation, and we consider here both small and large perturbations. The224
basic reproduction ratio/recovery potential describes the population’s rate of increase from very225
low abundances, and thus could be construed as the likelihood of population rebound, following226
a crash (e.g. due to a large disturbance).227
Measures of impact on biomass and size structure228
Let J∗ = J∗(FJ, FA) and A
∗ = A∗(FJ, FA) denote the juvenile and adult biomass at equilibrium,229
respectively, of the harvested population. In case of the stage model J∗ and A∗ are given directly230
by the state variables at equilibrium. For the age model, J∗ and A∗ are obtained through the231
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formulas232
J∗ =
amature−1∑
a=0
N∗asa and A
∗ =
amax∑
a=amature
N∗asa,
where N∗a denotes the number of individuals of age a at equilibrium. Furthermore, let J
∗
u233
and A∗u denote the juvenile and adult biomass at equilibrium in the absence of harvesting, i.e.234
J∗u = J
∗(0, 0) and A∗u = A
∗(0, 0). Moreover, let B∗ = J∗ + A∗ and B∗u = J
∗
u + A
∗
u. We measure235
impact on biomass of harvesting through the expression236
Impact on biomass = 1−
B∗
B∗u
. (10)
Similarly, we consider impact on size-structure through the expression237
Impact on size-structure =
J∗
J∗ + A∗
[
J∗u
J∗u + A
∗
u
]
−1
− 1, (11)
which equals the relative change in the fraction of juvenile biomass following harvesting. If the238
impact on size-structure is positive (negative), then harvesting has increased (decreased) the239
fraction of juveniles in the population.240
241
Resilience, basic reproduction ratio and recovery potential as risk measures242
Resilience as a risk measure is increasingly used in ecology (Pimm and Lawton 1977; Loreau243
and Behera 1999; Petchey et al. 2002; Montoya et al. 2006; Loeuille 2010; Valdovinos et al.244
2010). Resilience is now also increasingly discussed in a fishery management context (Hsieh et245
al. 2006; Law et al. 2012; Fung et al. 2013). The higher the resilience, the smaller the risk of246
extinction due to random drift.247
We consider resilience of the population by measuring the reciprocal of the time needed for248
the population to recover the positive equilibrium given a random perturbation. We do this249
by considering a large number of initial conditions. From each initial condition, we measure250
the time until the population (and also the resource in case of the stage model) returns to a251
small neighborhood of the equilibrium. The average value of this return time over the number252
of trials are then used to quantify the resilience:253
Resilience =
1
Average value of the return times
. (12)
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Our resilience measure estimates the population’s expected rate of return, given a random254
perturbation. In contrast to many other studies on resilience that assess resilience based on255
eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix, our approach is not limited to the immediate neighborhood256
of the equilibrium, but can also tackle large disturbances, a point we will return to in the257
discussion section. The precise procedure by which we determine the resilience is described in258
the Supporting Information where we also present an alternative resilience measure, estimating259
the population’s probability to return within a time limit, and reproduce some of our results260
using different magnitudes of disturbances.261
We also consider the basic reproduction ratio as a risk measure, which represents the average262
number of offspring produced over the lifetime of an individual in the absence of density-263
dependent competition, i.e., when the population abundance is very low. For the age model,264
we derive the following expression for the basic reproduction ratio as functions of the harvesting265
rates FJ and FA:266
Basic reproduction ratio =
(1− FJ)
amature
×
∑amax
a=amature+1
sa S
a (1− FA)
a−amature(
1− h−0.2
0.8h
)
×
∑amax
a=amature+1
sa Sa
. (13)
A basic reproduction ratio larger than one ensures that the biomass of an initially small pop-267
ulation increases on average, while a basic reproduction ratio less than one implies that the268
population will eventually become extinct. The derivation of expression (13) can be found in269
the Supporting Information.270
In case of the stage model we use the recovery potential introduced in Meng et al. 2013,271
Recovery potential =
wA(Rmax)
M + FA
×
v(wJ(Rmax))
v(wJ(Rmax))− wJ(Rmax) +M + FJ
. (14)
The recovery potential is the generational net biomass production (per unit body mass) in a272
pristine environment (free from density-dependent mortality) and is therefore closely related to273
the basic reproduction ratio. Similar as for the basic reproduction ratio, a recovery potential274
larger than one ensures that the biomass of an initially small population increases on average,275
while a basic reproduction ratio less than one implies that the population will eventually become276
extinct. The basic reproduction ratio, as well as the recovery potential, are directly linked to277
the probability of surviving a period of low population abundance during which random drift278
caused by demographic stochasticity can lead to extinction. We further discuss this fact, as well279
as giving overall motivations of our choices of conservation measures, in the discussion section.280
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Maximum sustainable yield and trade-off through Pareto efficiency281
Recalling that J∗ and A∗ denote the juvenile and adult biomass at equilibrium, for any given282
harvesting rates FJ ≥ 0, FA ≥ 0, the yield objective function is given by283
Yield = FJJ
∗ + FAA
∗. (15)
Moreover, the maximum sustainable yield (MSY) is obtained by taking the maximum of284
Y (FJ, FA) across all harvesting strategies (FJ, FA). In addition to the yield function we are,285
in case of both the age model and the stage model, armed with four measures of conservation286
as functions of the harvesting rates (FJ, FA). Using these objective functions we can calculate287
both the yield and the conservation for given harvesting strategies, see Fig. 1 in the Results288
section.289
To determine the trade-off between the two objectives yield and conservation, we plot the290
yield as a function of each conservation measure in the results section and apply the economic291
concept of Pareto efficiency to evaluate different harvesting strategies. A harvesting strategy292
is Pareto efficient if it cannot be improved upon without trading off one of the considered293
objectives against the other, see e.g. Karpagam (1999, page 11). The Pareto front is the set of294
all Pareto efficient harvesting strategies. Hence, managers can restrict the choice of harvesting295
strategy to this set, rather than considering the full range of possible harvesting strategies. The296
closer a strategy is to the Pareto front, the more efficient it is.297
Results298
Figure 1 shows how the four measures of conservation and the yield changes with harvest-299
ing intensity for equal harvesting rates of juveniles and adults (henceforth equal harvesting),300
i.e. FJ = FA. As harvesting pressure increases, the yield first increases after which it decreases301
as the population becomes “overexploited”. The impact on biomass and the impact on size-302
structure increase with harvesting pressure, while the basic reproduction ratio and the recovery303
potential decrease. The resilience decreases with harvest pressure in case of the age model, but304
first increases to a maximum and then decreases in case of the stage model. Note that due to305
the different nature of the age model and the stage model, the values of the harvesting rates in306
the two models may not be immediately compared.307
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Figure 1: The four measures of conservation and yield as functions of the harvesting rates
considering equal harvesting (FJ = FA) in case of the age model and the stage model. Yield
(black, solid), impact on biomass (blue, dash-dot), impact on size-structure (green, dotted),
resilience (red, solid) and basic reproduction ratio (recovery potential) (yellow, dashed). To
visualize all objectives in the same plot graphs show (a) 14.5×Yield, 50×Resilience, 0.1×Basic
reproduction ratio and (b) 3.3×Yield, 5×Resilience, 0.13× log(Recovery potential).
We are now ready to present the trade-offs between yield and the four measures of conser-308
vation. Figure 2 represents results from the age model, while Fig. 3 gives the corresponding309
results for the stage model.310
Pretty good yield allows large conservation benefits311
Focusing on the age model, Figs. 2 (b)-(d) show that the basic reproduction ratio is relatively312
low and the impact on size structure is also relatively large at MSY, while the resilience is313
relatively high at MSY. Focusing on the stage model, Figs. 3 (c) and (d) show slightly different314
results; harvesting for MSY (which is obtained by harvesting only adults) gives a resilience and315
a recovery potential that is only a tiny fraction of the unexploited state and is close to the316
boundary of extinction. Hence, harvesting for MSY may substantially increase the risk of stock317
collapse. Fig. 3 (b) shows also that the impact on size structure is at a maximum at MSY.318
Common for both models and all four measures is, see Figs. 2 (a)-(d) and Figs. 3 (a)-(d),319
that by stepping back in yield by 20% into the range of PGY, we can find harvesting strategies320
with nearly half the impacts on biomass and half the impact on size structure, and also with321
nearly twice the basic reproduction ratio (age model) and a much higher recovery potential322
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(stage model). Resilience can also be improved in case of both models, though the difference in323
resilience is most impressive for the stage model, see Figs. 3 (c). Hence, both the age model and324
stage model give the result that PGY allows for large conservation benefits. Varying parameter325
values show that this conclusion is robust in both models (see Supporting Information).326
However, stepping back in yield into the range of PGY does not automatically ensure327
conservation in terms of any of the measures we consider. To exclude the non-optimal harvesting328
strategies and to find the best ones within the range of PGY, we apply the economic concept of329
Pareto efficiency, as introduced in the previous section. Following the Pareto front (the set of all330
Pareto efficient harvesting strategies shown as the green curves in Figs. 2 and 3) reveals these331
preferable harvesting strategies. In the following, we will discuss simple harvesting strategies332
which are relatively close to the Pareto fronts in all cases.333
Equal harvesting rates on juveniles and adults is often a good strategy334
Figs. 2 and 3 show that equal harvesting (FJ = FA), performs well with respect to both models335
and all four measures of conservation. In particular, in the range of PGY, the black curves336
come rather close to the Pareto front in all subfigures (especially in a neighborhood of the black337
dots). Therefore, we can harvest juveniles and adults at equal rates, which should be strategies338
that are rather easy to implement, without losing too much yield or conservation. The black339
dots in Figs. 2 and 3 show one such strategy. Indeed, harvesting only adults is costly on some340
aspects, particulary in terms of resilience (stage model) and the impact on size structure as well341
as basic reproduction/recovery potential (both models). Harvesting only juveniles is costly in342
terms of resilience (both models) and in terms of impact on biomass (age model).343
Varying parameter values show that this conclusion is very robust in the stage model, where344
it seems to remain in the wide ranges M ∈ [0, 0.5], z ∈ [0.0001, 0.2], σImax ∈ [3, 100], q ∈345
[0.6, 2], Rmax ∈ [0.5, 100]. We refer the reader to the Supporting Information for substantial346
investigations (both numerical and analytical) of robustness with respect to variations of pa-347
rameter values. Additional trade-off curves, as those presented in Fig. 3, are given for six348
different parametrizations in Figs. SI 8, SI 9 and SI 10.349
However, equal harvesting is often but not always suggested by the age model. Here, the350
efficient strategies seem to depend on the fraction of juveniles at the unharvested equilibrium,351
J∗u/(A
∗
u+J
∗
u), as well as on the survival from natural mortality, S. We proceed by investigating352
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Figure 2: Trade-offs between yield and the four conservation measures in the age model. The
gray region show “all possible” combinations that can be realized when varying the harvesting
rates on juveniles and adults. The solid green curves represent the Pareto front, while the
dotted grey lines give the border for PGY, i.e. 80% of MSY. The yellow dots represent MSY
and the green squares give the unfished state. We observe that within the range of PGY, equal
harvesting performs well with respect to all measures. The black dots represent a suggested
harvesting strategy, within the range of PGY, produced by FA = FJ = 0.06. Parameter values
are as in (7) and yield normalization is as in Figure 1.
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Figure 3: Trade-offs between yield and the four conservation measures in the stage model. The
gray region, curves, dots, and squares are as in Fig. 2. We observe that within the range of
PGY, equal harvesting performs well with respect to all measures. The black dots represent a
suggested harvesting strategy, within the range of PGY, produced by FA = FJ = 0.8. Parameter
values are as in (9) and yield is normalized as in Fig. 1.
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this dependence by comparing pure adult harvesting (henceforth adult harvesting), equal har-353
vesting and pure juvenile harvesting (henceforth juvenile harvesting) for a wide range of param-354
eter values in the age model. Figure 4 gives an approximation of regions in which the age model355
suggest adult harvesting, equal harvesting and juvenile harvesting. Juvenile or adult harvesting356
is suggested only if such strategies are the most Pareto-efficient once, within the range of PGY,357
with respect to all four conservation measures. The borders in Figure 4 are approximations358
which are produced by examining a large number of variants of Figure 2 for parameter values in359
the intervals a0 ∈ [−3,−0.2], K ∈ [0.1, 1], amature ∈ [3, 15], h ∈ [0.3, 0.9], σu ∈ [0, 0.5].360
Indeed, we varied each parameter at a time, keeping the others at the default values given in (7),361
and tested at least 10 values in each interval. Further parameter combinations have also been362
tested in order to refine the borders in Figure 4. Points P0−P8 in Fig. 4 correspond to different363
parametrizations of the age model. The default parametrization in (7) gives J∗u/(A
∗
u+J
∗
u) ≈ 0.6,364
S = 0.8 and is marked with P0. In Supporting Information Figs SI 2, SI 4, SI 5 and SI 6 we365
present trade-off curves, similar to those in Fig. 2, for different parametrizations corresponding366
to the remaining eight points P1 − P8. The Supporting Information also contains motivations367
and explanations for the dependence shown in Fig. 4.368
It turns out that if it is possible to obtain PGY for a wide range of harvesting strategies369
(including adult, juvenile and equal harvesting), then our conservation measures are in favor of370
equal harvesting. When adult or juvenile harvesting performs better than equal harvesting, it371
is usually because equal harvesting can not give a yield in the range of PGY.372
The age model is more sensitive to variations in parameter values373
than the stage model374
Focusing on the age model we first note that for the parameter values used in Figs. 1 and 2375
we have a survival from natural mortality of S = 0.8 (Mills et al. 2002) and the fraction of376
juveniles in an unharvested population, J∗u/(A
∗
u+J
∗
u) ≈ 0.6. We conclude that in this case equal377
harvesting is a good strategy. Varying the parameter values, it turns out that an increase in the378
fraction of juveniles implies an increase in the yield obtained when harvesting only juveniles, i.e.379
the blue curves will be lifted in Fig. 2. Similarly, a decrease in the fraction of juveniles implies380
an increase in the yield obtained when harvesting only adults, i.e. the red curves will be lifted in381
Fig. 2. This dependence, which is expected and natural, can be observed in both models, but it382
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Figure 4: The harvesting strategy suggested by the results of the age model depends on S
and the fraction of juveniles in the unharvested population. In the dark-grey region, equal
harvesting is suggested by the age model, while adult harvesting is better for low fraction of
juveniles and juvenile harvesting is to recommend when the fraction of juveniles is high. The
light-grey regions refer to borderline cases. Juvenile or adult harvesting is suggested only if
such strategies are the most Pareto-efficient once, within the range of PGY, with respect to all
four conservation measures. Point P0 corresponds to the default parametrization, while points
P1 − P8 correspond to parametrizations considered in the Supporting Information.
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is much stronger in the age model. While Fig. 4 gives an approximation of the borders between383
adult harvesting, equal harvesting and juvenile harvesting, a similar investigation on the stage384
model gives a much larger region suggesting equal harvesting. In particular, in the stage model,385
the most Pareto-efficient strategies, within the range of PGY, seems to be dominated by equal386
harvesting as long as 0.1 < J∗u/(A
∗
u + J
∗
u) < 0.9. (For the parameter values used in Figs. 1 and387
3, we have J∗u/(A
∗
u + J
∗
u) ≈ 0.5.)388
In conclusion, for populations in the region where the age model suggests equal harvesting,389
the age model and the stage model agree on similar results. For populations outside of this390
region the age model suggests adult harvesting, or, for some rare parameter settings, juvenile391
harvesting.392
Impact on size structure and impact on biomass serve as warning393
signals394
As neither the resilience nor the basic reproduction ratio (recovery potential) can be directly395
measured in the field, it is important to identify reliable proxies for conservation management396
that can be measured in field surveys. Figs 5 and 6 show that a harvesting strategy with a397
high impact on population size structure, or a high impact on biomass, implies a low basic398
reproduction ratio (recovery potential) and a low resilience and hence a high risk of collapse.399
Indeed, we find that resilience and basic reproduction ratio (recovery potential) are system-400
atically negatively correlated with impacts on biomass and size structure, so that these later401
quantities, which should be relatively easy to measure in field surveys, can provide integrative402
signals to detect possible collapses.403
.404
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Figure 5: The relation between impact measures and risk measures for the age model. We ob-
serve that a large impact on biomass implies a low basic reproduction ratio (recovery potential)
and also a low resilience. The same is true for impact on size structure. Curves, green squares
and parameters are as in Fig. 2.
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Figure 6: The relation between impact measures and risk measures for the stage model. We
observe that a large impact on biomass implies a low basic reproduction ratio (recovery poten-
tial) and also a low resilience. The same is true for impact on size structure. Curves, green
squares and parameters are as in Fig. 3.
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Discussion405
We have investigated how well stage-dependent harvesting strategies that qualify for pretty good406
yield (PGY) can account for conservation as a second objective. To increase the chances that407
our results apply to a broad range of populations, we have studied two established population408
models and reported conclusions that are common to both. We have also investigated a wide409
range of parameter values for both models. To incorporate conservation as a second objective410
for our optimization procedure, we have used four different measures of conservation applied411
to both the age model and the stage model. First, this extended analysis allows us to conclude412
strong robustness of the results when all measures agree for both models; e.g., that there are413
large potential gains of using specific PGY harvesting strategies that often, but not always,414
correspond to equal harvesting rates of juveniles and adults. Second, we are able to discuss and415
compare both the two models as well as the four measures of conservation with each other.416
Implications for management of harvested populations417
Our study supports the implementation of PGY. Furthermore, our results support implementa-418
tion through equal harvesting of juveniles and adults, in conjunction with regular surveys that419
aim to detect changes in population biomass and size structure. Managers aiming to imple-420
ment optimal regulations may want to parameterize the age and stage model (or other suitable421
population models) for the specific species in question. A similar analysis as the one presented422
here can then be carried out and will give the specific harvesting strategy that maximizes con-423
servation benefits, e.g. as described by the four conservation measures considered here, for a424
given target-value of sustainable yield.425
Managers relying on other approaches may still be interested in assessing changes in the426
size structure of a population, as well as changes in biomass, as these are strongly linked to427
our risk measures and may thus serve as warning signals for an impending collapse. In fisheries428
management, changes in size structure and biomass can be measured through trial fishing,429
reinforcing our conclusion that size-structure and biomass are appropriate proxies for the risk430
of collapse and possible extinction.431
One should note that equal harvesting should be relatively easy to implement. Indeed,432
in a single-species setting an equal harvesting strategy is implemented by setting the same433
harvesting rate over all sizes of individuals. This joint rate should then be tuned against the434
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smallest value giving the desired yield. In a multi-species setting, the harvesting rate should still435
be the same over all ages/sizes within each species, but the preferable rate may differ between436
species. Naturally, the rate should be higher for species with a higher productivity, and lower for437
species having lower productivity. Related to this is the concept of balanced harvesting, which438
has attracted considerable attention recently, and aims to distribute “a moderate mortality439
from fishing across the widest possible range of species, stocks, and sizes in an ecosystem, in440
proportion to their natural productivity, so that the relative size and species composition is441
maintained” (Garcia et al., 2012). While implementing balanced harvesting is difficult since442
such strategy may be selective within each species as well (since productivity may depend on443
age/size), see e.g. Reid et al. (2016), our results show that size-structure can be preserved444
fairly well by implementing the simple strategy of equal harvesting.445
We have optimized for yield and conservation, not for economic yield. Therefore, depending446
on the market (price of small fish versus price of large fish), managers may obtain different447
preferable harvesting strategies if aiming for economic yield.448
Why harvest juveniles? Differences and similarities between the age449
model and the stage model450
While harvesting individuals before they mature is a debated topic, we have seen that both451
the age model and the stage model give arguments for equal harvesting rates of juveniles and452
adults. Indeed, relying on the stage model this argument is robust with respect to variations453
in parameters values. The age model is more sensitive and the suggested harvesting strategy454
varies between mainly equal harvesting and adult harvesting as a function of parameter values.455
To understand these results we first recall (see Results) that if it is possible to obtain PGY456
for a wide range of harvesting strategies, then our conservation measures are in favor of equal457
harvesting. Therefore, we can focus the following discussion on when and why the models allow458
for such wide range of harvesting strategies.459
By extensive numerical experiments we illustrate this dependence for the age model in Figure460
4. Varying the parameters values in the age model, it turns out that an increase in the fraction461
J∗u/(A
∗
u+J
∗
u) of juveniles implies an increase in the yield obtained when harvesting only juveniles,462
and that a decrease in the fraction of juveniles implies an increase in the yield obtained when463
harvesting only adults. This is natural; when considering harvesting of a population consisting464
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of mainly juveniles it is not possible to obtain a good yield by harvesting only adults. From Fig.465
4 we also see that as the survival from natural mortality S increases, the recommendation goes466
towards including more juveniles in the harvesting strategy. A reason for this is that for small S467
additional mortality through harvesting on young individuals implies that too few individuals468
survive and become adults and the population declines.469
A corresponding parameter dependence, as described in Fig. 4, is much weaker in case of the470
stage model. Indeed, as mentioned in the results section, the stage model suggest equal harvest-471
ing for wide ranges of parameter values, see the Supporting Information for more on this. One472
reason for this difference in sensitivity of the recommended harvesting strategies between the473
two models, with respect to parameter values, is as follows. The stage model explicitly models474
the resource R(t) through the third equation in (8), and reproduction, growth and maturity475
are assumed to be increasing functions of the resource. Therefore, removing adult or juvenile476
biomass through harvesting results in more resource available for the remaining population,477
which in turn increases biomass production through all three mechanisms reproduction, growth478
and maturity of juveniles. This feedback implies that the dynamics of the stage model allows479
for wide ranges of efficient harvesting strategies.480
On the other hand, the age model incorporates the Beverton-Holt spawner recruit curve481
in (6) for reproduction, and, independent of the recruitment, individuals are assumed to grow482
following the Bertalanffy growth curve in (2). Growth and recruitment are thus assumed to483
be independent in the age model, while they are dependent through the resource in the stage484
model. This means that if some juveniles are removed by harvesting it will not be in favor485
of the recruitment of newborns in case of the age model, as it would be in case of the stage486
model. Thus, it is more costly to harvest juveniles in the age model than in the stage model,487
and therefore the age model more often suggests to leave small individuals, let them grow, and488
catch them as adults.489
In conclusion, the more extensive population-level feedbacks in the stage model makes the490
population productive for a wider range of harvesting strategies than the age model does, and491
the age model is more restrictive to juvenile harvesting than the stage model. This explains why492
equal harvesting performs well through wider ranges of parameter values in the stage model,493
than in the age model.494
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Importance of preserving population size structure495
Our advice is based on our finding that large impacts on size-structure generally implies a high496
risk of collapse as captured by our risk measures, see Fig. 5 and 6. To reduce the impact497
of harvesting on population size structure, it seems advisable to harvest juveniles as well as498
adults, see Fig. 2 and 3. Thus, equal harvesting is more likely to preserve the size structure499
than single-stage harvesting. (A similar conclusion was reached by Jacobsen et al. 2014.) We500
have shown that large impacts on size structure typically indicate unfavorable readings of our501
risk measures. Our work thus reinforces the conclusions from a large and growing number of502
studies (considering both ecological and evolutionary aspects) that argue for the importance503
of preserving the size structure of harvested populations. These studies, which we discuss504
below, reinforce the importance of including impact on size structure explicitly as an important505
conservation measure when discussing harvesting strategies. In fact, not accounting for the506
impact on size structure explicitly in our analysis means that we should find the recommended507
harvesting strategies from Figs. 2 and 3 (a), (c) and (d) only, not including the Pareto efficiency508
in Figs. 2 (b) and 3 (b). This would result in a shift towards recommending adult harvesting,509
especially in case of the age model.510
From an ecological point of view, our analysis that size structure largely impacts the struc-511
ture and functioning of the system is in agreement with previous works. Anderson et al. (2008)512
show that populations with a larger fraction of juveniles have less stable population dynamics513
because of changes in demographic parameters, and, therefore, suffers a larger risk of extinction.514
(In this context, see also Wikstro¨m et al. 2012.) Moreover, changes in the size-structure of the515
population affect the balance of intra- and interspecific competition (Loreau and Mazancourt516
2013).517
From an evolutionary point of view, affecting the size-structure of a population can poten-518
tially induce changes in biological traits such as size-at-age and age-at-maturation. One reason519
is that harvesting only large individuals creates a large mortality selective pressure so that only520
adults that reproduce early, and at small size, pass their genes (Dunlop et al. 2015). A con-521
sequence may be evolution toward small individuals reproducing early, which is generally not522
desirable from an ecological (low reproduction) nor from an economical (too small to be valu-523
able) point of view (Grift et al 2003; Olsen et al. 2004). Evolutionary changes may have large524
impact on economic profit and future management (Conover and Munch 2002; Jorgensen et al.525
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2007; Belgrano and Fowler 2013), and may be difficult to reverse. Studying the collapse of the526
northern cod (Gadus morhua, Gadidae), it has been shown that, before government imposed527
a moratorium, the life history shifted towards maturation at earlier ages and at smaller sizes528
(Olsen et al. 2004), suggesting fisheries-induced evolution of maturation patterns. Moreover, a529
recent study provides experimental evidence for rapid evolution induced by changes in the pop-530
ulation size-structure of a fished population (van Wijk et al. 2013). Significant genetic variation531
for production-related traits is also present in fished populations (Law 2000), and Cameron et532
al. (2013) experimentally demonstrate evolutionary changes, in response to harvesting juveniles533
or adults. In Kuparinen and Merila¨ (2007) the authors argue that we should stop targeting534
only large individuals to avoid evolutionary impact on fisheries. See also Garcia et al. (2012)535
and Law et al. (2012) for more arguments for harvesting preserving population size structure.536
In conclusion, we recommend that managers consider the impact on size structure and that537
they avoid large deviations from the size structure of a pristine, unharvested population.538
Relations between the four measures of conservation539
We have considered conservation as a second objective, beyond yield, in our optimization pro-540
cedure. To quantify conservation we have chosen two impact measures; impact on biomass541
and impact on size structure, and two “risk” measures; resilience and basic reproduction ratio542
(recovery potential). It is not obviously true, even though it is expected, that the impact mea-543
sures relate simply to the risk measures. Therefore, we present Figs 5 and 6 which show that544
a large impact on biomass, or size structure, implies a low basic reproduction ratio (recovery545
potential) and also a low resilience. From this fact we concluded that it is important to preserve546
size structure and biomass in order to preserve stability of the population, and that impact on547
biomass and impact on size structure work as warning signals for a collapse.548
From Figs. 5 and 6 it is clear that the relations between the four measures of conservation549
are not simple. This is clearest from Fig. 6 (a) and (c) representing the stage model; resilience550
can vastly differ from the other measures by increasing with harvest pressure for some har-551
vesting strategies. This phenomena, which bears resemblances to the paradox of enrichment552
(Rosenzweig 1971; Rip and McCann 2011), deserves attention since it is very strong in the553
stage model under equal harvesting, but not present at all under adult harvesting. This thus554
provides a substantial argument in favour of equal harvesting. Using an alternative resilience555
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measure, we give further illustrations and explanations of this behaviour of the stage model in556
the Supporting Information, see Figs. SI 11 and SI 12.557
Comparing resilience simulations in Figs. 2 (c) and 3 (c) we conclude that harvesting of only558
adults is among the best strategies in the age model, while such strategy is among the worst559
using the stage model (considering resilience only). The resilience in the stage model instead560
suggest equal harvesting rates. This is because in the age model, the population will return561
fast to the equilibrium when harvesting only adults, after a given perturbation. In the stage562
model however, the population returns very slowly when harvesting only adults, compared to563
the case of equal harvesting. Hence, transient behavior, and therefore the resilience, behaves564
different in the models.565
Concepts of stability are numerous in ecology (McCann 2000), and how the different stability566
measures relate to one another is considered a timely and important question (Donohue et al.567
2013) Indeed, measures of stability in ecological systems is today an active research area, see e.g.568
Neubert and Caswell (1997) for alternatives to resilience, Nimmo et al. (2015) for discussions of569
resistance and resilience, and Isbell et al. (2015) as well as Dunne et al. (2002) for stability and570
its relations to biodiversity. Importantly, our model suggests that our different conservation571
measures covary, and may be usefully assessed through changes in biomass and size structure.572
Motivations of our choice of conservation measures573
As our result may depend on our chosen conservation measures, we consider here additional574
motivations and discussions concerning this topic. First, the measures impact on biomass575
and impact on size structure are important to consider simply since they can be measured in576
reality. Second, these measures are natural, simple and easy to interpret and a large impact577
on biomass would certainly imply impact on the surrounding ecosystem. Moreover, in the578
subsection Importance of preserving population size structure, we further motivate impact on579
size structure as a central measure, based on the fact that population size structure is important580
to preserve from both an ecological and evolutionary point of view.581
To motivate the basic reproduction ratio and the recovery potential as a risk measure, we582
note that, as already mentioned in the methods section, these measures are directly linked to the583
probability of surviving a period of low population abundance during which random drift caused584
by demographic stochasticity can lead to extinction. To see this, consider a small population585
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in a pristine environment in which all individuals are, for simplicity, assumed to be identical.586
In this case, the basic reproduction ratio (or the recovery potential) is simply the ratio between587
birth-rate b and death-rate d, that is Θ = b/d. As proved by Grimmett and Stirzaker (1992,588
page 272), the probability of avoiding extinction through random drift is given by 1 − 1/Θ if589
Θ > 1, and zero if Θ ≤ 1. Hence, there is a direct link between the basic reproduction ratio590
(recovery potential) and the probability of surviving a period of low population abundance;591
a high basic reproduction ratio (recovery potential) ensures a high probability of surviving.592
To justify the investigation of the effects of large disturbances that bring the population to593
small numbers, so that density dependence can be ignored, placing individuals in a pristine594
environment, we mention mass mortality events (Fey et al. 2015), drastic climate variability595
such as heat waves, storms, and floods (Reusch et al. 2005), and heavily exploited ecosystems596
(Jones and Schmitz 2009).597
To motivate our choice of resilience as a risk measure we first note that, when dealing with598
nonlinear models, many works considers only local stability and local resilience measures (based599
on eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix). However, such approach gives only information arbi-600
trarily close to the equilibrium, saying little about the basin of attraction (the set of initial601
conditions attracted by the equilibrium). If the equilibrium is locally stable but the basin of602
attraction is small, then even a small perturbation can force the dynamics to jump to another,603
possibly dangerous, attractor. A large and convex basin of attraction, with the equilibrium in604
the middle, ensures that the population recovers a perturbation with a high probability. There-605
fore, it is natural to use both the size and the shape of the basin of attraction as stability/risk606
measures (Lundstro¨m and Aidanpa¨a¨ 2007, Menck et al. 2013, Lundstro¨m 2018). However,607
such “nonlocal” stability measure does not deliver any information in our case because for both608
models the equilibrium is the unique globally stable attractor (The basin of attraction is the609
whole positive space, see Methods). We proceed toward a nonlocal resilience measure by invok-610
ing the next natural candidate, the return time to equilibrium given a perturbation, and define611
resilience as the reciprocal of the expected time needed for the population to retain the equilib-612
rium (see Methods). In contrary to many works on resilience, our nonlocal approach can invoke613
effects from small as well as from large perturbations which is in line with classical definitions614
of ecological resilience (Walker et al. 1969, Holling 1973). Our resilience measure estimates the615
population’s expected rate of return, given a random perturbation. In the Supporting Infor-616
mation we present an alternative nonlocal resilience measure, the basin-time resilience, which617
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is based on the size of a subset of the basin of attraction from which trajectories return fast.618
Basin-time resilience estimates the probability that the population recovers the equilibrium619
within a time limit. Results from this measure strengthen our previous conclusions and are620
illustrated in Supporting Information Figs. SI 11 and SI 12.621
In general, our approach to resilience is applicable to advanced nonlinear models (with622
complicated dynamics involving multiple attractors) as well as to simple linear models with623
one unique stable equilibrium. We have chosen to impose perturbations by random sampling624
from a uniform distribution, but any set of perturbations may be considered, e.g. normally625
distributed from equilibrium or a deterministic choice. One may also consider perturbations626
only in the juvenile-, adult- or the resource dimension. Our resilience measures link the widely627
used local approach (analyzed through eigenvalues) with the nonlocal one that is usually con-628
sidered relevant by ecologists (accounting for basins of attraction and large disturbances) as629
we may consider various ranges of disturbances. We refer the reader to Lundstro¨m (2018) for630
further discussions and constructions of nonlocal stability and resilience measures as well as631
their relations to local measures. For discussion on the use of local resilience in ecology and632
the fact that it can be difficult to assess from an empirical point of view, see Haegeman et al.633
(2016).634
Topics for future research635
In both the age model and the stage model we considered individuals in only two stages, as636
juveniles or as adults. We then considered harvesting strategies that allow for different mortality637
rates in these two stages. Using slightly generalized versions of the age model and the stage638
model, many more possible harvesting strategies can be explored. A natural first step is to639
consider harvesting on a size interval, and this can later be extended to include several size640
intervals as well as more realistic descriptions of harvesting mortality as a function of size.641
Classical works of Beverton and Holt (1957) and Holt (1958) consider separate harvesting rates642
on each year/size class and show that given a fixed harvesting effort, the yield is maximized if643
fish are caught at the size or age where cohort biomass is maximum. Extending our modeling644
to allow for different harvesting rates on each year/size class would allow for evaluating such645
result with respect to our suggested measures of conservation.646
We point out that even though the stage model is purely deterministic, one strength of our647
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work is to tackle, through the nonlocal resilience measure and the recovery potential, how the648
population recover from small as well as large stochastic perturbations, and how the population649
may survive demographic stochasticity at low density levels. To account for more stochastic650
effects, a possible direction would be to expand the modeling towards demographic and envi-651
ronmental stochasticity, since the interplay between stochasticity of demographic parameters652
and deterministic nonlinearity is important (Sugihara et al. 2011). A study in this direction by653
Engen et al. (2018) has found that adding environmental stochasticity may change predictions654
of which harvesting strategy (adult, juvenile, or mixed harvesting) that gives the highest yield.655
They show that even when a deterministic model gave the highest yield from adult or juve-656
nile harvesting, adding environmental stochasticity caused mixed harvesting to give the highest657
yield in many cases. This indicates that our result “equal harvesting is often a good strategy”658
might be further strengthened when environmental stochasticity is given further account.659
Another promising extension of the work presented here is to move beyond single-species660
management towards ecosystem-based management. We believe in a trend from single-objective661
towards multi-objective approaches (i.e. optimizing for yield and conservation, not only yield),662
strengthened by the present paper. This trend may evolve towards multi-objective approaches663
using multi-species population models, that is, towards ecosystem management. Studies in this664
direction already exists, see e.g. White et al. (2012), Tromeur and Loeuille (2017) and Jacobsen665
et al. (2017). Our four measures of conservation can be extended to more general multi-666
species settings, and the present method using Pareto frontiers to find sustainable harvesting667
strategies can then be applied also in such general settings. For example, harvesting on a set of668
k species in a food web with respective harvesting rates (F1, F2, ..., Fk), we can for any desired669
yield determine the harvesting strategy that offers the highest conservation benefits. Hence,670
the methods presented here open a door for reconciling economic and conservation issues in671
ecosystem management and can be extended to more complex scenarios including for example672
management of multiple fisheries and maintaining species diversity.673
A concept which has attracted considerable attention recently is balanced harvesting (see e.g.674
Garcia et al., 2012), see also the beginning of Discussion. Balanced harvesting strategies should675
preserve ecosystems’ relative size and species composition, and thus harvesting rates may need676
to be adjusted in proportion to the productivity of individuals. As productivity differs among677
species, and also within a single species, a balanced harvesting strategy is probably selective678
and nontrivial to find and implement. Law et al. (2015) argue that switching from size-at-entry679
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regulations to balanced harvesting can increase both yield and conservation. Noting that equal680
harvesting is a more balanced strategy than adult harvesting, their result is in line with the681
present paper. As our approach can potentially be extended to a general multi-species settings682
it can also be applied to evaluate general balanced harvesting strategies in the framework of683
advanced population models.684
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